DRONE RECORDS

NEWSFLASH

MAY 2014

Dear Droners, here's the 3rd update for this year, May 2014
(a much better looking formatted version can be seen / downloaded from: ) www.dronerecords.de/download/Newflash14-05.pdf

HIGHLIGHTS & MAIN RELEASES in this update: new albums by ANDREW LILES (first LP release on United Dairies in 20 years!), ELODIE (ANRDEW CHALK & TIMO VAN LUIJK) on LP,
CYCLOBE, HELM, ARTIFICIAL MEMORY TRACE, THO-SO-AA, NORTHAUNT / SVARTSINN, MARTYN BATES, the latest NURSE WITH WOUND & BOWERS album on lim.vinyl, re-issues of the
three early VASILISK albums, a massive 10-LP box by MUSLIMGAUZE with all early super rare studio material & big book, a great CASSIBER box on ReR Megacorp, and many beautiful first time
listings by the excellent US 'spheric ambience' label INFRACTION....
& as usual some personal recommendations of the (maybe) more unknown stuff: SCOTT SHERK - New York Glyptic // JIM HAYNES - Ununtrium's Daughter // IA - Labyrinth // ELUDER Through Horizon // JACOB BRANT - Rainmaking // TAPHEPHOBIA - same // SECRET PYRAMID - Movements of Night LP // BEYOND SENSORY EXPERIENCE - Modern Day Diabolist...
As always, pre-orders & reservations are possible. Most of the titles listed are in stock, others are backorderable quickly. All prices are in EURO and do NOT include postage & handling costs! Please note the minimum order is 25 Euro. The FULL
mailorder-backprogramme is viewable (with search- & orderfunction) on our website www.dronerecords.de. All NEW items listed here are already listed in the database on the website, except for very rare / single copy items. If you're interested in listening
to SOUND-SAMPLES for specific items please follow the website-link / URL we list for the item if existing, almost all labels offer samples on their website.
Please send your orders & all communication to: drone@dronerecords.de

PLEASE always mention THE PRICES (if you don't order through the website) to make our work on your orders easier & faster and to avoid further delays, thanks a lot ! BEST DRONES !!

NR.
-

TITLE

1

ALIEN BRAINS - It's all History now
- Tape Works 1979-85

2

ARTIFICIAL MEMORY TRACE Attracted by Light (Collection 7)

3

BAD ALCHEMY - No. 80 (März 2013)

4

BAKER, AIDAN & ULTRA
MILKMAIDS - At home with...

5

6

BATES, MARTYN - Arriving Fire

BEAUSOLEIL, BOBBY - Orb

FORMAT
-

LABEL &
CAT-NR

Vinyl-On-Demand
4 x LP BOX
VOD 123

CD

mag

CD

CD

LP

Semperflorens
SF10

Bad Alchemy

Infraction INFX010

Ambivalent Scale ASCALE 048

Black Moss BM 06

BaraKa[H]

YEAR?
-

SHORT INFO / EDITION / LIM.?/ SPECIALS -

PRICE

2014

early tape-releases of this mysterious experimental / industrial project from UK
who collaborated for example with DAVID JACKMAN (ORGANUM), RICHARD
RUPENUS (NEW BLOCKADERS), PHILIP SANDERSON (STORM BUGS) or
METGUMBNERBONE amongst others..

€65,00

www.vinyl-on-demand.com

2013

three long tracks using sounds from underwater (fishes, mollusks, etc..), but
also termites and ants attacking the microphone & sounds from inside beenests, subaquatic insects, ultrasonic sounds of micro-bats, etc.. = fascinating
new sound-worlds opening .....

€13,00

www.semperflorens.net

2014

new reviews & articles: NEUE BREMER SCHULE (!), CASSIBER, BERNHARD
LANG, JULIA HOLTER, FAMILY FODDER, ReR MEGACORP, CHMAFU
RECORDS, FIREWORK EDITION, EMPREINTES DIGITALS, ATTENUATION
CIRCUIT, .etc..Deutsche Sprach, 88 Seiten, handliches Format

2005

collaboration by the French guitar / electro ambient-masters & the early solo
AIDAN BAKER, two favourite Drone Records artists united for a beautiful
guitarish drone-journey, subharmonic & hypnotic... BACK IN STOCK LAST
COPIES !!

€13,00

www.infractionrecords.com

2014

after the stripped down 'Unsung' CD (2012, only voice & guitar) the new studio
album shows more additional instruments and arrangements again like piano,
pump organ, dulcimer, tambourine, banjo, claves, church bells, orchestral
percussion, field recordings, ukele, etc.. feat. ELIZABETH S, ALAN TRENCH
and PETE BECKER...13 songs bursting with so much emotion, passion and
beauty!!

€13,00

www.eyelessingaza.com/mb.html

2013

re-issue of solo-album from 2001 (recorded in prison) by the composer of
KENNETH ANGERs legendary film 'LUCIFER RISING': atmospheric
electronics, orchestral arrangements, Indian folk elements & field recordings,
guitar & tribal percussion with an exotic psychedelic / 70's touch.... lim. 300 !

€20,00

www.blackmoss.tk

1

€3,50

MORE INFO WWW

www.badalchemy.de

7

8

9

BERRY, KEITH - The Ear that was
sold to a Fish / Turn right a
thousand Feet from here

BEYOND SENSORY EXPERIENCE Modern Day Diabolist

BIG CITY ORCHESTRA - Eerily

do-CD

CD / DVD

CD

Infraction INFX 046

Cyclic Law 46th
Cycle

EE Tapes EE17

2011

ambient masterpiece album from 2005, very refined, graceful tunes and
atmospheres reminding on the "British school" of minimal drones (MIRROR,
CHALK, MONOS, BRADLEY, ...); comes with the so far unrelased album "Turn
right a thousand Feet from here" on the second CD & packed in a lovely miniLP gatefold cardboard sleeve

€16,00

www.infractionrecords.com

2012

seventh full length album by this Scandinavian duo who developed a quite
unique dark cinematic ambient style through the years, filled with an almost
unbearable atmosphere of dejection, using many processed samples & vocal
material; feat. two video clips by Swedish visual artists THE RETARDTANK and
FETISH 23 on the DVD; lim. 800

€15,00

www.cycliclaw.com

2009

back in stock this strangely - obscurely - mysteriously - droning & looping BCOalbum, feat. DAVID AELLEN (GONG) and JONATHAN SEGEL (CAMPER VAN
BEETHOVEN)! Lim. 300 in 7"-cover with unique poly-colour silkscreen inlay,
each one unique & numbered! very nice edition !

€13,00

www.eetapes.be

€6,00

10 BRANT, JACOB -Rainmaking

mCDR

Attenatuion Circuit
ACM 1019

2013

highly recommended newcomer creating multi-layered, shimmering
dronescapes with powerful washes of winds & harmonics - somehow guitarish,
'post rock' elements are involved, , truly elevating! For fans of TIM HECKER;
TROUM; etc... filed under: energetic beauty drones & overtunes; 22 min. in
mCD box

BURT, WARREN - The Animation of
11 Lists and the Archytan
Transpositions

do-CD

Experimental
Intermedia
Foundation XI 130

2006

compositions for tuning forks, very minimal, meditative, pure... reminds on
works of CHRISTINA KUBISCH, etc.. ... BACK IN STOCK !

€14,00

www.xirecords.org

€15,00

www.subrosa.net

www.attenuationcircuit.de

12

CAGE, JOHN - Early Electronic and
Tape Music

LP

Sub Rosa SRV361

2014

a collection of his early, radical electronic pieces (1952-1962) performed /
assembled by LANGHAM RESEARCH CENTRE, like. 'Imaginary Landscape
No.5' (1952), 'Fontana Mix With Aria' (1958), 'Cartridge Music' (1960), etc..
using "tape machines, phonograph cartridges, contact microphones, record
players, portable radios, etc.."; FIRST edition on SILVER vinyl !!

13

CAGE, JOHN - Early Electronic and
Tape Music

CD

Sub Rosa SR361

2014

CD version

€13,00

www.subrosa.net

2013

box re-issue of the four studio albums by this highly political, poetic & mindprovoking German avantgarde-band (feat. CHRIS CUTLER on drums) who
established a unique style, plus collaborative projects & unreleased material on
two more CDs, +2 hours of concert & studio material on the DVD (Frankfurt
1982, Sao Paolo 1984, and a documentary from East Berlin 1989 at Akademie
der Künste in DDR!) along with a 32p. full colour booklet with lots of texts &
photos!!

€50,00

www.rermegacorp.com

2014

re-issue of rare releases from 1974-1983 with a focus on electronic material by
this highly idiosyncratic French musician & film music composer (incl. his first
LP 'Fluence' from 1975, and 'Sentimientos' LP which appeared 1982 on DYS,
the MNEMONISTS label!!); lim. & numb. ed. 500 copies with booklet

€80,00

www.vinyl-on-demand.com

14

CASSIBER - The Cassiber Box
(1982-1992)

COMELADE, PASCAL 15
Degeneration Electronics 1974-1983

6 x CD + 1 ReR MegaCorp
DVD-BOX ReRCBOX

Vinyl-On-Demand
5 x LP BOX
VOD 130

16

CURRENT 93 - I am the Last of all
the Field that fell: A Channel

CD

The Spheres THE
SPHERES SEVEN

2014

"Their Nude Nuit Album" feat. JAMES BLACKSHAW, OSSIAN BROWN
(CYCLOBE), NICK CAVE (!), JOHN ZORN (!), ANTONY, etc..

€14,50

www.myrninerest.com

17

CUSACK, PETER - Favourite Berlin
Sounds

CD

ReR MegaCorp
ReRPC5

2013

an audio book of city-sounds from Berlin with 31 recordings, ranging from city
traffic (U-Bahn & S-Bahn stations) over nightly party people crowds to
courtyards & animal sounds typical for Berlin, characterizing its aural

€14,00

www.rermegacorp.com

2

atmosphere very well... feat. booklet with detailed descriptions of every
recording; very nice & cafefully put together

18

CYCLOBE - Sulphur - Tarot Garden

19 DRAPE - An Idea and its Map

20 ECHOES OF YUL - Tether

CD

Phantomcode
NAOS 03CD

2014

soundtracks to three old films ('alchemical dream pieces') by DEREK JARMAN
(originally shot 1972-1978 on Super-8) which were re-discovered and
premiered with new music by CYCLOBE in 2012 at Queen Elizabeth Hall in
London; the fifth album by the ex COIL members OSSIAN BROWN and
STEPHEN THROWER

LP

Infraction INFX 052
LP

2012

warm vibrations & lush ambience by this US-duo, direction STARS OF THE LID
or ULTRASOUND: lim. 400 - luxurious gatefold-cover with Obi

€16,00

www.infractionrecords.com

CD

Zoharum ZOHAR
061-2

2014

four new tracks (EP length) by this remarkable Polish (?) band moving
somewhere between doomy psychedelic stoner rock and experimental drone /
post industrial ambience (difficult to categorize), with additional 7 remixes by
JAMES PLOTKIN, DIFFERENT STATE, STENDEK, and others... to discover !

€10,00

www.zoharum.com

€18,00

www.lasciedoree.be

€16,00

www.cyclobe.com

21 ELODIE - Traces Ephemeres

LP

La Scie Doree SCIE
1113

2014

third LP by this fruitful project of ANDREW CHALK and TIMO VAN LUIJK, this
time with help from JEAN-NOEL REBILLY and TOM JAMES SCOTT who add
clarinette, piano and koto => 18 instrumental miniatures, quite varified
introspective music, often sounding like extremely subtle & silent drone-jazz..
lim. 350

22 ELUDER - Through Horizon

CD

Infraction INFX 055

2013

recommended discovery if you like guitar-based drone music with an extreme
meditative & harmonic character.. .very sublime, spacious, contemplative... lim.
400 mini gatefold cover, their second album on INFRACTION

€13,00

www.infractionrecords.com

CD

Suezan Studio
SSZ3021

2013

numbered ed. of 250 copies / black cover / live in Tokyo 2010 with very different
live-versions

€16,00

www.suezan.com

CD-R

Daphnia Records
PH01

2006

re-edition of the first EIG-album from 2004; highly melancholic ambient drones
from Russia; comes in full colour cardboard cover, compared to guitarish
TROUM or AIDAN BAKER solo; BACK IN STOCK!

€9,00

CD

Daphnia Records
PH13

2013

Russian ambient collaboration inspired by the beauty of dust storms, dreamy &
hazy transformative drones based mainly on guitar & analogue electronicds

€12,00

www.ss.semperflorens.net

CD

Infraction INFX 058

2013

recordings from the 90's by this group who later turned into KILN => splendid
ambience / instrumental rock, open & wide with wonderful acoustic & e-guitars
and long droney passages.. lim. 300 in beautufil mini-gatefold cover

€13,00

www.infractionrecords.com

2014

12 new tracks of surrealistic electro acoustic soundworlds - dark mysterious
droney collages with often surprising & obscure musique concrete elements,
similar to NURSE WITH WOUND, etc.. very strong release from this Berlinbased project

2013

studio recordings by this trio consisting of LIMPE FUCHS (ANIMA), T. VAN
LUIJK (NOISE-MAKERS FIFES, AF URSIN, ONDE, etc..) and CHRISTOPH
HEEMANN, creating very unusual, 'concrete' (but silent & floating) improvised
audio landscapes on self-built instruments as well as on acoustic & electronic
devices: percussion, voice, violin, piano, ballast string, wood horn, Moog & Korg
synths, delays, autoharp, monocord, sanza, prepared trumpet, effects...

€19,50

2013

extremely bleak & haunting sounds for your personal nightmare, this is not the
typical dark ambient....one long track (47+ min.) inspired by the 'Tree of Death'
(Kabbala) , the counterpart to the divine forces of the Sephiroth; filed under:
spooky ghost drones & silences...

€13,00

23

ESPLENDOR GEOMETRICO - Tokyo
sin fin 2010

24 EXIT IN GREY - Nowadays Warm
25

FANUM & EXIT IN GREY - Dust
Storm

26 FIBREFORMS - Treedrums
FOR KINGS AND QUEENS 27
Elektroraum

FUCHS, LIMPE / CHRISTOPH
28 HEEMANN / TIMO VAN LUIJK Macchia Forest

FUNERARY CALL - The Mirror
29
reversed

CD-R

Subterranean Sonic

LP

Streamline ST1037

CD

Cyclic Law 62nd
Cycle

3

€8,00

eig.stillclouds.com/albums/albums

forkingsandqueens.bandcamp.com

www.cycliclaw.com

30

GRASSOW, MATHIAS Alchemystery

GRASSOW, MATHIAS & JIRI
31 MAZANEK - Music Infinity meets
Virtues

do-CD

Gterma gterma010

2012

a special GRASSOW work, this "Alchemy Suite" in two parts (4 movements),
with the impressive epic (43+ min.) IN A TEMPLE OF LONGING using holy
chants & percussive elements! Comes with 16p booklet, feat. a poem by
JOACHIM SCHOEPE... the sublimeness of nature experiences leads to inner
self-communion and transcendence...

€20,00

http://gterma.blogspot.se

2009

holy contemplation muzak & psychedelic drones => documentation of a live
concert held in Prague 23th May 2009 in a church; GRASSOW in collaboration
with JIRI MAZANEK who does overtune singing & plays traditional instruments
like sitar, zither, singing bowls, tibetan bells, etc... phantastic audio quality, incl.
a live video track, and 8- page full colour booklet

€13,00

www.nextera.eu

2008

re-issue of this classic MC (1986) / CD (1990, Staalplaat), comes in art-cover
with lovely poster-map inlay => wide field recording drones and strange
concrete sounds combined to a confusing collage, a true oracle.... LAST
COPIES back in stock !!

€14,00

www.kormplastics.nl

€13,00

www.semperflorens.net

CD

Nextera ERA 20592

CD

Korm Plastics
paragraph 23,
subsection 81

HAYNES, JIM - Ununtrium's
33
Daughter

CD

Semperflorens
SF11

2014

inspired by UNUNTRIUM (a highly radioactive element with the atomic number
113) this is a work about the 'existential transitory state of self-disintegration',
expressed through specially created field & object recordings => again a great
mixture of suspended drones & crackling sounds, intense & full of tension !!

34 HELM - Impasse

LP

New Images NI 05

2014

expanded re-issue of very limited mCD from 2008 (Low Point), now with two
additional pieces from the same sessions (so far unreleased); electronic suction
ambience noise based on hypnotic loops & patterns and organ wave drones

€16,00

35 HUMAN GREED - Consolation

CD

Omnempathy
RE:SCD02

2001

first HUMAN GREED album from 2001 - a desolate, filmic & silent ambient
collage....

€13,00

http://omnempathy.com

CD + CDR

Omnempathy
OMIC2*

2011

This SPECIAL EDITION has a bonus disc with a 36 min piece "DESHRET", lim.
120 copies !!

€20,00

http://omnempathy.com

Still*Sleep CDR24

2013

shining new work by this US American 'ambient drone' composer, creating
ultra-minimal and slowly evolving drone-winds and heavenly voices, with
additional echo-guitars and twinkling organ-like keyboards by JULIEN
DEMOULIN and ROSS COPELAND, very suspended stuff longing for eternity...
filed under: loosing-yourself drones

€9,00

Pogus Prod.
P21013-2

1997

back in stock this early IF, BWANA CD with three conceptual electro-acoustic
pieces, using piano-sounds, strange noises, field recordings and processsed
percussion sounds

€13,00

www.pogus.com

2013

ZERO IS THE JOURNEY - nice book of the (anti) muzak & noise pioneer (aka
THE HATERS), 'an amanthopaedia of nonfiction, fiction, poetry, &
cryptograms', incl. thoughtful philosophic texts from 1990 until now, little short
stories, strange schematic drawings, and 5" flexi disc; printed by using
traditional offset methods

€23,00

www.blossomingnoise.com

2014

first ever collaboration by the PINK DOTS singer and the French found sound
experimentalist, lim. 299, Record Store Day release, this will probably be a
collectors item very soon!!

€29,00

www.rustblade.com

2014

this is TIMO VAN LUIJKs new project with FREDERIQUE BRUYAS and
ARLETTE AUBIN, focused on captivating haunting drone sounds (gongs, wind
instruments, synths) & surrealistic vocal poetry (in French) like being stuck
inside a strange dream... quite special stuff ! lim. 300

€18,00

www.lasciedoree.be

32 HAFLER TRIO - Dislocation

36

HUMAN GREED - Fortress Longing
(special ed.)

37 IA - Labyrinth

38 IF, BWANA - Tripping India

39

JUPITTER-LARSEN, GX - Empty
Holes, Empty Homes

KA-SPEL, EDWARD & PHILIPPE
40 PETIT - Are you receiving us, Planet
Earth?
41 LA POUPEE VIVANTE - same

CD-R

CD

BOOK & 5" Blossoming Noise
flexi disc BN060BK+

LP

Rustblade
RBL044LP

LP

La Scie Doree SCIE
1213

4

www.ss.semperflorens.net

LANTSCAP - Varying Degrees of
42
Alive
43

LEGENDARY PINK DOTS Traumstadt 5

44 LILES, ANDRES - New York Doll

45 LILES, ANDREW - All Closed Doors
LILES, ANDREW - Fast Forward
46
through Time (Illusion Four)

47

48

LOCKWOOD, ANNEA - A Sound
Map of the Danube

LOCKWOOD, ANNEA - Thousand
Year Dreaming / Floating World

LUCIER, ALVIN - Still and Moving
49
Lines

50 MERZBOW - Merzbient

51

MORTHOUND - Mortology 19901996

52 MURMER - Framework 1-4

2013

debut LP of this US duo - dark & hazy, completely suspended drone pieces,
nice overtune structures to loose your mind in, raw & ultra-minimal.. (based on
guitar, tape-machines, synths, vox.. ) comes in wonderful design again like all
INFRACTION vinyls..!! lim. 300 und colour vinyl

€16,00

www.infractionrecords.com

Terminal
Kaleidoscope

2014

re-mastered re-issue of the MC from 1988 (Jarmusic), another collection of rare
material from the early LPD days..

€13,00

www.legendarypinkdots.org

do-CD

Infraction INFX013

2005

calm ambience set against collaged voice recordings & cut-ups creating a quite
unique & dense atmosphere.. back in stock last copies of his third work for
INFRACTION, lim. 550, last copies !!

€16,00

www.infractionrecords.com

CD

Infraction INFX006

2003

back in stock this very early LILES album (the 2nd properly pressed CD it
seems), this evokes an eerie darkness with the use of melancholic piano tunes,
etc... a surrealistic, day-dreamy atmosphere.....

€13,00

www.infractionrecords.com

LP

United Dairies UD
19571969

2014

the first vinyl release on UNITED DAIRIES in over 20 years (!!!) - a recording
inspired by the concept of "Self-Replicating Machines" (JOHN NEUMANN),
based on eerie piano tunes & noises...lim. 500, 180 gr vinyl, fourth & final part
in the 'Through Time' series

€20,00

2008

What is a River?; epic composition from a big array of field recordings made
2001-2004 at the Danube (Donau) river going from Germany to Romania using the rivers sound (surface and underwater), insects & other animals living
at the stream, but also quotes of people living near are interwoven into the
work...

€31,00

www.lovely.com

2007

re-release of "Thousand Year Dreaming" (1990), a dreamy, meditative piece in
5 parts for several wind instruments like didgeridoo, trombone, oboe, english
horn... .plus a previously unreleased 36 minute piece from 1999 named
"Floating World", based on recordings of friends made at their most spiritual
places, woven to a 36 min collage....

€13,00

www.pogus.com

2014

four LUCIER works performed by the Australian new music ensemble
DECIBEL, three were recorded for the first time: "Ever Present" (2002),
"Carbon Copies" (1989), "Hands" (1994), and "Shelter" (1967)... 'amazing
examples of Alvin Lucier’s fertile mind and exploring, experimental sensibility'

€13,00

www.pogus.com

2012

the incredible "Merzbient" set from 2010 as vinyl re-issue with 3 exclusive /
additional LPs - all recorded 1987-1990 and much more "ambient" (in a
MerZbowian sense) and atmospheric as usual... comes in two big boxes with
three textured inlays, each LP in full sleeves, numbered ed. 222 copies

€295,00

2014

the project MORTHOUND marked the industrial beginnings of BJ NILSEN (now
quite well known for his great field recording based compositions released by
TOUCH), this box re-issues the three studio albums for Cold Meat Industry, the
rare debut MC, all released compilation tracks and 10 more previously
unpublished ones!!! Nice copper printed black box with booklet & mini gatefold
covers inside..

€47,50

www.raubbau.org

2012

MURMER is creating music out of sounds that usually slip through our
conscious minds - music for full attentiveness, following every moment of time..
the FRAMEWORK compositions consist of untreated field recordings that were
usually made in experimental way... very concrete, pure, silent, loud,
mysterious, bizarre... all sounds found between 2003-2011

€22,00

herbalinternational.blogspot.de

Infraction INFX 059
LP

CD-R

LP

3 x CD

Lovely Music Ltd.
LCD 2083

CD

Pogus Productions
P21045-2

CD

Pogus Productions
P21072-2

Soleilmoon
18 x LP BOX Recordings SOL
171

5 x CD-BOX Raubbau RAUB-022

do-CD

Herbal International
1202-2

5

www.soleilmoon.com

53

54

MUSLIMGAUZE - Chasing the
Shadow of Bryn Jones 1983-1988

MUSLIMGAUZE - Chasing the
Shadow of Bryn Jones 1983-1988

55 NADJA - Tangled
NAMBLARD, MARC & OLIVIER
56
NAMBLARD - Cevennes

57

NATURAL SNOW BUILDINGS Daughter of Darkness

58 NERELL, LOREN - Taksu

2014

the 208p. book (from the VOD-Box) written by IBRAHIM KHIDER about the
man behind MUSLIMGAUZE who died 1999 , luxus edition with silver
embossed hardcover => a very detailed look into the life of the mysterious
BRYN JONES who died in 1999, with many interviews & infos from people who
knew him well, plus hundreds of photos, cover-pics, concert posters, letters,
personal notes, etc.. comes with compilation CD selected by CHARLES
POWNE (SOLEILMOON REC.)

€50,00

www.vinyl-on-demand.com

2014

THE INCREDIBLE RELEASE !! This 10-LP box contains all original releases
from MUSLIMGAUZE from 1983-1988 (including some ultra rare 7", 12" & MC
stuff), plus a luxurious 208p. book with full biography on BRYN JONES and a
CD compiled by Charles Powne (Soleilmoon) + A1 poster; presented in a booklike folder & extra box, this is probably VODs most impressive & extraordinary
release yet and the definite collectors item for any MG-fan!! ; lim. 500

€230,00

www.vinyl-on-demand.com

2014

last copies of this limited new tour single, with surprising doom metal material!!
lim. 200, nice vellum paper cover

€8,50

www.brokenspineprods.com

2013

a field recording homage to the landscape of Cevennes (southeast of the
Massif Central in France), exceptional sounds of insects, vultures, rare birds,
stags, but also streams & storms were recorded... comes with beautiful 28p.
booklet, great high fidelity audio quality !!

€21,50

www.kalerne.net

BaDaBing! BING088

2013

proper releases now available of this 5 x MC Box from 2009, the French cult
duo with their great emotional "hand-played" & highly effected low fi drone
mantra sound (often with a strong psychedelic / 70's touch), a very hypnotic
combination of harmony & noise, full of repetitive loops, waving feedbacks and
magic overtunes... "droning guitars, tribal percussion, ritualistic singing and
colliding woodwind"; hand-painted box with sticker, inlay, lim. 500

€35,00

www.badabingrecords.com

CD

Soleilmoon SOL
125 CD

2003

"fourth world ambient" - pure atmospheric vibrations derived from field
recordings made in BALI, music of the eternal presence, without beginning or
ending; back in stock this nice album by LOREN NERELL

€12,50

www.soleilmoon.com

BOOK & CD

Vinyl-On-Demand
VOD 121*

10 x LP BOX Vinyl-On-Demand
& BOOK VOD 121

7"

do-CD

6 x CD-BOX

Broken Spine
Productions
BSP007

Kalerne KAL04

59

NIHILIST SPASM BAND - Breaking
Wind

LP

Rekem Records
REKEM 04

2013

new recordings by this incredible Canadian group (formed 1965!) who still meet
for their anti-musical free noise improvisations on self built instruments once a
week.... sounds "like watching my nightmares on acid "[UglyGoblinBoy]

€15,00

rekemrecords.tumblr.com

60

NO BUSINESS FOR DOGS - Lovely
Objects

LP

God Records GOD
12

2013

amazing album of this quartet with STEVEN HESS (LOCRIAN), searching for
new musical pathways between improvisation & composed material, lim. 200
coloured vinyl

€22,00

www.godrec.com

LP

Black Moss BM 05

2012

reissue of the first LEE NOBLE album from 2010 (limited MC) - four tracks of
suspended low fi synth-ambient and amorph dronescapes with a loopy &
repetitive touch.... lim. 300

€15,00

www.blackmoss.tk

2014

the return of this nice Australian industrial / noise / dark ambient magazine feat. interviews with HALO MANASH (!), GRUNT, BLITZKRIEG BABY, AURAL
HYPNOX, plus artworks by KIM SOLVE and many reviews...A5 format, nicely
printed and bound mag, 66 pages !

€9,00

2014

split album by two of the main Scandinavian dark synth & drone ambient acts,
inspired by the novel 'The Road' by CORMAC Mc CARTHY, purest isolationism
sounds for a post-apocalyptic hopeless world, with a special focus on sad
harmonic tunes & melodies, ultra slow & endless, with a stream of deep pulses

€20,00

61 NOBLE, LEE - Darker Half
NOISE RECEPTOR JOURNAL 62
Issue no. 2
NORTHAUNT / SVARTSINN - The
63
Borrowed World

mag

LP & CD

Noise Receptor

Power & Steel PAS
34

6

noisereceptor.wordpress.com

www.loki-found.de

and drones underneath... the LP version lim. 300 comes with CD copy of the
same album

NORTHAUNT / SVARTSINN - The
Borrowed World

Power & Steel PAS
34

2014

CD version

€13,00

United Jnana
UJ0034

2014

re-issue of "Live at Bar Maldoror" from 1991 which has incredible live
recordings from 1984-1988 (feat. DAVID TIBET, JHONN BALANCE, DIANA
ROGERSON, CHRIS WALLIS..), now with bonus disc presenting a whole live
show rec. June 2007 in Ghent, Belgium (feat. CHRISTOPH HEEMANN,
ANDREW LILES, COLIN POTTER, MATT WALDRON and TIMO VAN LUIJK) NWWs live sound from two periods, with completely different line-up !

€22,00

CD

United Jnana 2003

2010

spec. US re-issue edition of the first ground-breaking album (United Dairies UD
01, 1979) with 15+ min. bonus-track "Strain, Crack, Break" from 2001 + 12
page booklet

€15,00

CD

United Jnana
2005CD

2005

back in stock this masterpiece showing NWW working with female (French)
voice-masterial only - singing, speech, and other noises coming from the mouth
(humming, breathing etc..), with an often surprisingly mellow and enchanting
result... a one-tracker of 48 min. length

€15,00

www.durtro.com

2014

now the lim. (un-numbered) VINYL version of this incredible, uncategorizable
and most "difficult" NWW album - this 2nd NWW-collab. with GRAHAM
BOWERS belongs to the weirdest NURSE-stuff we ever experienced - using
many found sounds & samples & a drum-machine that goes wild - be prepared
for a de-stabilizing collage! One long track in 8 different parts..

€22,50

www.red-wharf.com

Cyclic Law 57th
Cycle

2013

first collaboration album of these two dark ambient artists from Canada /
Australia, inspired by an un-romantic view on northern ice landscapes, comes
with stunning film on DVD... to discover for "bleak isolationist ambient" fans! lim.
500

€16,00

www.cycliclaw.com

7"

Obfuscated Records
OR13

2012

creepy & low analogue drone noise, a bath in electrified pulses, waves &
hissing... comes on greenish 'glow in the dark' vinyl & very nice glossy cover
along with stickers & inlay; nice 3-track EP by this newcomer from USA

€9,50

do-CD

Aquarelllist aquarel
25-13b

2014

collectors item - lim./numb. 100, comes with bonus CD feat. a previously
unreleased live-recording (live in Los Angeles July 1996) in excellent quality !
Special /different cover

€30,00

www.aquarellist.ru

do-CD

Zoharum ZOHAR
067-2

2014

one of the atmospheric masterpieces in the long RAPOON-discography,
endless orchestral washes & waves of droning clouds (no beats ), at times
magically haunting... fully re-mastered, this re-issue comes with a bonus disc of
a live recording for the famous KFJC radio in Calfornia from July 1996 !!

€16,00

www.zoharum.com

RE-DRUM / B*TONG - Hush! /
73 Ascending in the Light of an alien
Sun

CD

Zoharum ZOHAR
065-2

2014

two albums on one CD (each 30 min.) - RE-DRUM excites again with somber
but very lush & mellow drone ambient, B°TONG sounds here extremely
unwieldy and eerie and more electro-acoustic, as usual excellent.. ; comes in
mini-LP sleeve lim. 400

€12,00

www.zoharum.com

74 REJECTIONS - Clone EP

MC

Alt.Vinyl AV039

2012

recommended newcomer from UK (?) doing electro pulse-drones in the way of
AUTECHRE or MIKA VAINIO; lim. 100 in nice oversized (double) MC box

€9,50

Fronte Nordico RT I

2012

collectors item - special edition lim. 50 - handsewn cover using special paper
with 2 photos attached, relief logo and sealed with wax , comes on grey vinyl
with two inlay cards

64

65

NURSE WITH WOUND - Bar
Maldoror

NURSE WITH WOUND - Chance
66 meeting on a Dissecting Table of a
Sewing Machine and an Umbrella
67

68

NURSE WITH WOUND - Echo
Poeme : Sequence No.2

NURSE WITH WOUND & GRAHAM
BOWERS - Parade

PARHELION & ZAC KEILLER 69
Farthest North
70 PULSATING CYST - Horrible Signal

71

RAPOON - Psi-Transient (special
ed.)

RAPOON - The Fires of the
72
Borderlands

75 REUTOFF - ReutRauM I (special ed.)

CD

do-CD

do-LP

CD / DVD

7"

Red Wharf RW-301-008

7

€20,00

www.loki-found.de

www.obfuscatedrecords.com

www.altvinyl.com

RICH, ROBERT - Premonitions
1980-85

4 x LP BOX

Vinyl-On-Demand
VOD 122

2014

a collection of mainly unpublished early material from 1979-1985 by this well
know ambient composer and psychologist from the US west coast, who
invented the 'sleep concerts'....

€65,00

www.vinyl-on-demand.com

RIMBAUD, ROBIN - The Garden is
77 full of Metal - Homage to DEREK
JARMAN

CD

Sub Rosa SR384

2014

ROBIN RIMBAUD (aka SCANNER) created a very personal & intimate soundsculpture dedicated to the great British film-maker DEREK JARMAN, using
many of his own recordings (voice & fields)...

€13,00

www.subrosa.net

2012

curious installation of pure sounds from a wood-scratcher machine that cuts
tree-trunks into 2,5 cm thick "discs", while being amplified with 4 pick-ups and
send to four loudspeakers; so that he machine is 'playing' the acoustic woodinformation. astonishing work by this Austrian sound-artist who is known as a
collaborator of BERNHARD LANG and PETER ABLINGER; the picture disc has
an image of a wood piece on it: a most curious record, very limited

€20,00

www.godrec.com

2013

first proper release by this ethereal guitar drone project with from Vancouver,
extremely spacey & emotional dream pop ambience noise, very minimal, slow,
hypnotic, nostalgic.. reminds us on (1000 miles away or underwater)
SLOWDIVE or MY BLOODY VALENTINE, ULTRA MILKMAIDS, TROUM,
STARS OF THE LID....

€16,50

www.studentsofdecay.com

2012

fascinating manipulations of New York City field recordings, revealing the
mystery, beauty & horror that lies within these ephemeral sounds... long
stretched drones come back to their concrete sources and vice versa, like being
in the SUB-consciouesness of the listener... feat. liner notes by ANNEA
LOCKWOOD, lim. 200 oversized full colour cover

€10,00

www.3leaves-label.com

2010

early STOCKHAUSEN pieces from 1952-1956, like ETUDE CONCRETE (his
first musique concrete experiment, finished 1953), KLAVIERSTÜCK XI (1956,
first recording with DAVID TUDOR), and PIERRE BOULEZs 'LE MARTEUX
SANS MAITRE' (1953-1955); nice collection with extensive liner-notes in the
booklet, 76+ min. playtime

€15,00

www.cherryred.co.uk/el.asp

Unfathomless U19

2014

after the nice Mystery Sea CDR another release by P. SULIDAE - these are
floating but mysterious drone-noises of unrecognizable origin, everything is lost
in a big aural haze and lulls you in....all sound material was collected in the
Belanglo State forest, an isolated place where years ago a serial killer was
active.... filed under: hallucinogenic psychogeographic drones ! Excellent
album, lim. 200

€14,00

www.unfathomless.net

do-CD

Young God Records
YG002

1997

re-issue of "Children of God" (1987) and the first WORLD OF SKIN - album
(project of MICHAEL GIRA & JARBOE, 1988); BACK IN STOCK!

€18,00

www.younggodrecords.com

do-CD

Young God Records
YG006

1999

the best of material previously released on their "Love Will Tear Us Apart" 12"
(1988), "The Burning World" album and its various singles (1989), the World of
Skin album "10 Songs For Another World" (1990), "White Light From the Mouth
of Infinity" (1991), and the "Love of Life" album and its various singles (1992)

€20,00

www.younggodrecords.com

CD-R

Early Morning
Records EMR
PROMO-CD # 2

2013

re-issue of originally released "promo" CDR from 2001 which gives a good
overview about the work of this Norwegian "outsider" ambient & experimental
artist

Greytone grey011

2012

super sad & desolate guitar drones (enriched with electronics, whispered vocals
and environmental recordings), dark ambience with a deep emotional gesture,
all slowed down & sounding as coming through shadows... 2nd album by this

76

78

RITSCH, WINFRIED Woodscratcher

SECRET PYRAMID - Movements of
79
Night

80 SHERK, SCOTT - New York Glyptic

STOCKHAUSEN, KARLHEINZ /
81 PIERRE BOULEZ - New Directions
in Music

82

SULIDAE, PHILIP - History of
Violence

83

SWANS - Children of God / World of
Skin

SWANS - Various Failures 198884
1992
85

TAMING POWER - Selected Works
2001

86 TAPHEPHOBIA - Taphephobia

pic-LP

LP

CD-R

CD

CD

CD

God Records GOD
10

Students of Decay
SOD102

3LEAVES - 3L017

EL / Cherry Red
Rec.
ACMEM193CD

8

€6,00

€13,00

www.greytone.eu

Norwegian project

87

THEOLOGIAN - Some Things have
to be endured

88 THO-SO-AA - LPZG/BLGM Live

89 THO-SO-AA - Sleeping Explorer

90

TREPANERINGSRITUALEN - The
Totality of Death (Programme B)

91 TUTSCHKU, HANS - Moment

92 TUXEDOMOON - No Tears
TUXEDOMOON - Scream with a
93
View
TZESNE & CARLOS VILLENA - A
94
Coded Message

CD

Crucial Blast
CBR104CD

2013

THELOGIAN is collaborating for this album with diverse female artist/vocalists
from the international noise, gothic & industrial scene, such as HECATE,
SEWER GOODESS, TONIKOM, etc.. => a highly attracting mixture of
darkwave drones and slow electro industrial...

€13,50

www.crucialblast.net

LP

Tesco Org. TESCO
091

2014

first LP release from THO-SO-AA, this contains two awesome side-long live
recordings made in Leipzig 2008 (Sonic Lodge Festival) and Belgium 2004,
with rare audio material; lim. 300 copies only

€18,00

www.tesco-germany.com

2014

more than 4 years after the last album 'Identify' the welcome return of THO-SOAA, german dark ambient & drone rec. artist (DR-76, 2005): this epic do-album
consists of 11 long tracks with a total length of 111 minutes of dark electronic
drones with exquisite arrangements and sounds, often very epic, wide,
powerfully dense... 'a dark journey to self-awareness'

€17,00

www.tesco-germany.com

2013

'primitive' death industrial from Sweden - sick, sluggish & misantrophic, eerie
authentic stuff full of despair, with titles like 'Eucharist of Shit & Piss', think of
IRM, early SPK & TG, HUMAN QUENA ORCHESTRA or WOLF EYES... second part of a double-album (first part was released by MALIGNANT
Records in USA); lim. 500

€14,00

www.silkentofu.org

€13,00

www.empreintesdigitales.com

do-CD

CD

Tesco Org. TESCO
093

Silken Tofu stx.27

CD

Empreintes
Digitales IMED 9947

1999

strong collection of electro-acoustic pieces by this highly interesting composer
from Weimar (Germany) - all produced 1991-1998 - integrating vocal &
instrumental recordings from Southeast Asia and the 'colour' and tonal
elements of poems from GEORG TRAKL,KARL LUBOMIRSKI, and ANTONIO
BUENO TUBIA... often very eerie & intense..comes with 28p booklet.

mini-LP

Superior Viaduct SV
36

2013

re-issue of the legendary debut 4 track 12" from 1978 with the killer title track...
the furious new wave & synth-punk beginning of this San Francisco band
around BLAINE REINIGER and STEVEN BROWN

€15,00

www.superiorviaduct.com

mini-LP

Superior Viaduct SV
37

2013

the second 12" from 1979 - recorded in the RESIDENTS studio - with four
excellent avantgardish new wave tracks, establishing the singular
TUXDEDOMOON style, merging instrumental and analoge electronic sounds
(saxophone, polymoog, violin, e-bowed guitar, radio..), powerful & moody...

€15,00

www.superiorviaduct.com

2013

Spanish Drone Rec. artist TZESNE is back with a split & collaboration album
done together with the rising field recording composer CARLOS VILLENA => 3 pieces solo & in co-operation around the theme "decoding", exquisite mixture
of pulses, hissing drones & field recordings...

€9,00

www.ss.semperflorens.net

€20,00

www.steinklang-records.at

CD-R

Still*Sleep CDR23

95 VASILISK - Acqua

LP

Steinklang SK79

2014

re-mastered re-issue of the third VASILISK LP from 1989 (Musica Maxima
Magnetica) - great percussive ethno-ambience, now developed to its full
beauty... lim. 150 copies coloured vinyl, contains one so far unreleased bonustrack

96 VASILISK - Acqua

CD

Steinklang SK79

2014

CD version lim. 350 copies

€13,00

www.steinklang-records.at

97 VASILISK - Mkwaju

LP

Steinklang SK78

2014

re-mastered re-issue of the second VASILISK LP from 1988 (Eskimo Rec.
Japan) - a masterpiece of experimental ritual music - lim. 150 copies coloured
vinyl, contains one rare bonus-track

€20,00

www.steinklang-records.at

98 VASILISK - Mkwaju

CD

Steinklang SK78

2014

CD version lim. 350 copies

€13,00

www.steinklang-records.at

2014

re-mastered re-issue of the very first VASILISK LP from 1987 (Eskimo Rec.
Japan) - a true collectors item, the perfect link between post-industrial, ethno

€13,00

www.steinklang-records.at

99 VASILISK - Whirling Dervishes

CD

Steinklang SK77

9

and soft ambience; containing one rare bonus-track; lim. 350

100 VASILISK - Whirling Dervishes
101

VIDNA OBMANA / ASMUS
TIETCHENS - Motives for Recycling

102 V.A. - Adventures in Sound

103 V.A. - Epicurean Escapism

V.A. - IPEM - Institute for
Psychoacoustics and Electronic
104 Music: 50 years of Electronic and
Electroacoustic Music at the Ghent
University

LP
do-CD

CD

Steinklang SK77
Soleilmoon
SOL84CD

EL / Cherry Red
Rec.
ACMEM159CD

CD & DVD Silken Tofu stx.29

BOOK & doMetaphon 004
CD

2014

LP version lim. 150 copies on coloured vinyl, containing one rare bonus-track

€20,00

www.steinklang-records.at

1999

recyclings of the two TIETCHENS albums "Linea" and "Nachtstücke" by VIDNA
OBMANA = mysterious ambience from an otherworld, a soft and intoxicating
parfume... back in stock !!

€15,00

www.soleilmoon.com

2009

the ideal introduction to some of the main pieces of early electronic music &
musique concrete, like "Gesang der Jünglinge", "Poeme Electronique", or
"Diamorphoses", by KARLHEINZ STOCKHAUSEN - PIERRE SCHAEFFER IANNIS XENAKIS - EDGAR VARESE - PIERRE HENRY - great collection with
some hard to find historic pieces

€15,00

www.cherryred.co.uk/el.asp

2013

released to the 2nd festival of the same name (Berlin, June 2013), the CD has
exclusive material by the performers KE/HIL, ANEMONE TUBE, POST
SCRIPTVM, TREPANERINGSRITUALEN, DIETER MÜH, CON-DOM, the DVD
early super 8 short films by CON-DOM; comes with 20p. full colour
catalogue/book with art & texts by various people... lim. / numb. 350

€22,00

www.silkentofu.org

2013

collection of recordings from the archive of the IPEM - for the 50th anniversary with mostly unreleased material (from 1958-1999) by many New Music
composers from Belgium (but also other countries): LUCIEN GOETHALS,
LOUIS DE MEESTER (amazing piece from 1963!), HELMUT LACHENMANN,
KAREL GOEYVAERTS, RAOUL DE SMET, RICARDO MANDOLINI, PETER
SCHUBACK, etc. CD version with BIG 12" x 12" 88p. book !!

€33,00

www.metaphon.be

€13,00

www.pogus.com

CD

Pogus Productions
P21041-2

2006

back in stock this nice compilation based on a workshop & soundproject using
environmental recordings from Montreal, with: FRANCISCO LOPEZ, HELENE
PREVOST, STEVE HEIMBECKER, LOUIS DUFORT, TOMAS PHILLIPS,
CHANTAL DUMAS, A. DONTIGNY, MATHIEU LEVESQUE... lots of new
names to discover with highly sophisticated approaches...

106 WIESE, KLAUS - Perfume

CD

Nextera ERA 102-2

2006

one of the last albums of the ex POPOL VUH member who died in 2009, 12
tracks of synth-based, highly meditative ethno-ambience using subtle
instrumental sources... back in stock!

€13,00

www.nextera.cz

107 WILLAMETTE - Echo Park

LP

Infraction INFX 051
LP

2011

side-project of NORTHERN, harmonic ambience with a cinematic
touch...spheric guitars, synths, strings, field recordings... creates a magic early
morning mood, let the beauty come in! Comes in luxus gatefold-cover, white
vinyl !

€16,00

www.infractionrecords.com

CD

Infraction INFX 002

2001

early album by this minimal / ambience / electronica composer who is
nowadays releasing on Temporary Residence => warm floating ambience with
fragmentations through clicks & cuts & pulses...

€10,00

www.infractionrecords.com

CD

Soleilmoon
Recordings SOL 62

1998

back in stock the re-release of the limited LP from 1995, with bonus-material...
"the layered textures increase the tensions of exotic darkness. This music is
definitely exotic and definitely erotic -- not pleasantly but disturbingly. The
sinister timbres are seductive and jarring.." [All Music.com]

€14,00

www.soleilmoonrecordings.com

105

108

V.A. - Montreal Sound Matter /
Montreal Matiere Sonore

ZAMMUTO - Solutiore of Stareau:
Disc One

109 ZOVIET FRANCE - Digilogue

DRONE RECORDS Non-Entertaining-Muzak LABEL and MAIL-ORDER for EXPERIMENTAL DRONE - DARK AMBIENT - TRANSCENDENTAL - INDUSTRIAL & NOISE - ELECTRO-ACOUSTIC - FIELD RECORDINGS - IMPRO MODERN CLASSIC Explorer 7"- vinyl-series of international artists with hand- or selfmade covers 10"- vinyl concept-series SUBSTANTIA INNOMINATA ('Sing the Song of the Unknown')
home of TRANSGREDIENT Records (the Troum-label : www.troum.com) shipping-adress: Stefan Knappe Celler Strasse 33 28205 Bremen * Germany answer-phone: x49-421-7942996
www.dronerecords.de / drone@dronerecords.de
www.substantia-innominata.de VAT-Nr.: DE 811 790 838 payments: bank-transfer, paypal, moneybookers
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